"Sell-out! Sell-out!" cried every American newspaper when the Chamberlain-Daladier plan to dismember Czechoslovakia was revealed. America is swept with utter disgust by this endless bowing before Hitler, as Tory Chamberlain forces Daladier to join him in pressing democratic Czechoslovakia to its knees.

No sighs of relief. No feeling that here is permanent peace. But realization that ceding of Sudeten districts paves the way to the complete seizure of Czechoslovakia and Nazi domination of Central Europe, paves the way to new and more devastating fascist aggression, paves the way to world war.

After Ethiopia, Spain, China, and Austria, who thinks that Fascism will be satisfied with Czechoslovakia? It is inconceivable that a general European war would not inevitably involve the United States.

The way to world peace is not retreat before aggression. The French and British people know that. That's why thousands upon thousands of Londoners demonstrate near 10 Downing Street..."Stand by the Czechs!" That's why the British National Council of Labor calls the Chamberlain plan a "shameful betrayal of a peaceful democratic people" and summoned the French trade-union movement into immediate conference. That's why strong differences are appearing in the French Cabinet. That's why the people of France and England are stirring against the Chamberlain plot on world peace.

Says Henri Renaud, secretary of the Paris Trades Council (which is sending an immediate delegation to Prague), "Telegram... to Premier Daladier of France from American democratic and peace forces urging a firm stand against Hitler could stimulate the necessary effective resistance."

This situation could have been avoided if United States had acted sooner. But it is not to late to be effective.

1) Show the French and British people that America considers the Chamberlain-Daladier plan a continuation of retreat before aggression which can end only in world war.

2) America must state that her security is menaced by Hitler aggression in Central Europe. Slap an embargo on all war materials to Germany as is provided in our treaty with Germany of 1921. Tell Hitler he'll get no aid from America; that our economic and moral strength are with the defenders of peace and democracy.


KEEP AMERICA OUT OF WAR BY MAKING AMERICA A FORCE FOR PEACE AND SOCIAL JUSTICE!
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